Instructions for networking opportunities
IMPORTANT: Please be sure to read the guides for attendees and
presenters!

Teams platform provides a few different networking opportunities, but the most relevant are chat and calls,
one-to-one and one-to-many.

Chat

Fig. 1

Click on “Chat” button in the left menu (red arrow 1 in Fig. 1) and then start to type first name or last name
of the person to contact; auto completion will start, see Fig. 2.

Fig. 2

Click on the person to contact, and start to chat (Fig. 3), type your message and hit Enter on your keyboard.
Just below the box chat there are some useful tools (red rectangle in Fig. 3). Starting from left you can find:









Format
Set delivery options
Attach
Emoji
Giphy
Sticker
Schedule a meeting
And so on …
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It is possible to add more users to your chat, simply click on the “View and add participants” icon on the top
right of the window (red square in Fig. 5) and start to type first name or last name of person to contact,
click on the user to select and he/she will be added to the chat (Fig. 6 e Fig. 7). You can obviously add more
users at the same time.
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Calls
With similar procedure you can make calls, one-to-one or one-to-many - see Fig. 8 and Fig. 9
Click on the “Calls” icon in the left menu (red arrow 1), start to type first name or last name of person to
contact (red arrow 2) and hit Enter. You can also add all users from a group chat (red arrow 3).
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Once a call is started, it can be managed just like a conference session, so please be sure to read
instructions for attendees and presenters.
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Creating Teams and channels
A more sophisticated way to interact with other attendees may be creating custom “teams” and channels.
To create a new team and add members please click on Teams icon in the left menu (red arrow 1), and on
"Join or create e team” (red arrow 2) - Fig. 10. Then please click on “Create team” button (Fig. 11), select
“From scratch” (Fig. 12) and choose if you want to create a private team or a public one (Fig. 13 - 14 - 15).
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Type the name of your new team, click on “Create” button, and start to add members of your team.
Autocompletion is active just like when you add members to your chat or call (Fig. 16).
Once members are added, you can “promote” some users to “Owner”, that is simply a higher level of
privilege, not particularly important in our simple setup (Fig. 17).
A “channel” named General is included in the team created (Fig. 18); you can add more channels if needed,
public or private. Every post, message, meeting, etc. will be included in the channel board.
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